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DIRECTOR'S PREFACE

In his volume "Registration of Voters in the United States,"
published by the Brookings Institution in 1929, the author of
the present work gives an exceptionally complete and illu-
minating account of one phase of the electoral process. In his
present work he continues this account by setting forth the sys-
tem now in force in the United States for the casting and
counting of the ballot and the canvassing and declaration of
the result, together with a critical examination of conditions
and practices and a statement of the principles, the adoption
and following of which will in his opinion provide for the most
efficient handling of this problem of government.

Though great progress has been made in recent years in
the elimination of fraud and in the perfection of the whole sys-
tem for the registration of voters, the casting of the ballot and
the counting of such ballot, much remains to be done in the
way of perfecting this fundamental feature of government
through which the will of the people in respect to policies to
be adopted and the magistracy to have charge of the actual
conduct of governmental affairs may be expressed. Especially
is there need that curb shall be put upon the expenses of elec-
tions and upon the use of money by parties and candidates in
office.Among other things this volume should contribute ma-
terially to the achievement of both of these ends, and in so
doing to improvement in the whole technique of the conduct
of elections.

The members of the committee appointed to cooperate with
the author in the preparation of this volume were Arnold
Bennett Hall and F. W. Powell.

W. F. WILLOUGHBY
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE

This is a companion volume to my study of the "Registra-
tion of Voters in the United States." It is based almost entirely
upon data collected in a field study of election administration
throughout the United States and parts of Canada, made in
1929 and 193°. Some phases of election administration had
been touched upon incidentally in the registration study. The
election administration of the several states visited was sur-
veyed in a systematic manner with a view to finding which
features were working satisfactorily, which unsatisfactorily,
and what was the general experience. Emphasis was placed al-
ways upon the practical operation of election laws rather than
merely the provisions of the statutes. Each survey involved
not only a study of the statutes but also detailed, and usually
lengthy, interviews with chief election officers,examination of
records and equipment, and interviews with politically in-
formed persons outside of the election office.Ordinarily each
survey was written up immediately following its completion.

This study was undertaken because of the present backward
and generally unsatisfactory administration of elections. It was
believed, in view of the rather widespread improvement in
registration laws following the previous study of that subject,
that a study of election administration might be attended by
similar results. The findings of the investigation of election
administration, and a program for a satisfactory system, were
published before the field work had been completed as a
committee report of the National Municipal League. This re-
port has been reproduced here with the kind permission of
the editor of the National Municipal Review. The author feels
particularly indebted to the members of this committee, who
by their constructive criticisms, suggestions, and comments
upon this report, made it possible for him to make use of their
ripened judgment upon many phases of election administra-
tion. Included in the personnel of the committee were some
of the most able chief election officers in the country.

vii
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V1l1 AUTHOR'S PREFACE

There is no "ideal" system of holding elections. The meth-
ods used in any state or city could be improved, though some
jurisdictions have much better administration than others.
This study is concerned principally with the essentials of a
sound administration. A careful study of the practical work-
ings of existing laws is necessary to an understanding of the
various phases of the problem. No attempt is made in this
volume, however, to assemble the large amount of descrip-
tive material which has been collected. The treatment is ana-

lytical rather than descriptive. Upon each important matter,
however, the usual practice is stated, and at many points the
individual practices, where unusual or significant, are cited.
This, it is believed, will be more useful than the tedious setting
forth of the various practices of the several states upon each
phase.

I am greatly indebted to election officers throughout the
country for their indispensable assistanceto me. Many of them
have given most generously of their time not only in informing
me of the methods used in their officebut also in discussing
various problems of election administration. A number of the
election officers of our large cities have compiled detailed ta-
bles of the cost of elections at my request. To these officials,
too numerous to list by name, I wish to express my gratitude.

I wish to make especial acknowledgment to Mr. William F.
Willoughby, who suggested to me several years ago that this
study should be made, and who is largely responsible for its
being undertaken. The field work was made possible by a
joint grant from the Social ScienceResearch Council, the In-
stitute for Government Research, and the University of Wis-
consin. It is a pleasure to make acknowledgment to these in-
stitutions of my deep gratitude.

JOSEPH P. HARRIS
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ELECTION ADMINISTRATION
THE UNITED STATES

CHAPTER I

IN

INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM OF THE
ADMINISTRATION OF ELECTIONS;

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

There is probably no other phase of public administration
in the United States which is so badly managed as the con-
duct of elections. Every investigation or election contest
brings to light glaring irregularities, errors, misconduct on
the part of precinct officers, disregard of election laws and
instructions, slipshod practices, and downright frauds. The
entire country has been shocked from time to time by the
revelation of wholesale election frauds in some of our large
cities. Competent political observers report that election
frauds are by no means confined to these few cities, but are
widely prevalent in less populous communities. Even these
election scandals and the slipshod administration revealed by
election recounts do not indicate the real state of affairs

which prevails generally in election administration. The
truth of the matter is that the whole administration-organi-
zations, laws, methods and procedures, and records-are, for
most states, quite obsolete. The whole system, including the
election laws, requires a thorough revision and improvement.

The Problem. The ideal election administration is one which k'

uniformly and regularly produces honest and accurate re-
sults. There should never be the slightest question about the
integrity of the ballot box or doubt cast upon the honesty of
the elections. It is hardly necessary to point out that the
presence of election frauds and sharp practices will undermine
public morale and interest in civic affairs more quickly than
any other condition. The existence of election frauds is an un-

"'
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2 ELECTION ADMINISTRATION

.
I

failing sign of bad government, for frauds cannot be perpe-
trated upon a large scale except by a powerful and corrupt
political organization, willing to go to any length to main-
tain its control over the government, and able to afford pro-
tection to those who corruptly carry out its orders. Fraudulent
elections cannot be tolerated by any self respecting com-
munity. Fair elections are absolutely essential to good govern-
ment, but do not, of course, guarantee good government.

The right of the suffrage is an empty formality where elec-
tion frauds prevail. Public opinion, civic interest, and ef-
forts to elect capable officers and to secure good government
are of no avail in the face of a powerful political machine,
able and willing to corrupt the elections. In some of our large
cities, such as Chicago, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh, it is
sometimes wondered why civic interest and responsibility
are at such a low ebb, why the political machines are able to
control so easily and continuously. No single explanation may
be offered. The whole history of these communities, the
traditions, customs, prestige of public office,political organiza-
tion, and many other factors have to be taken into considera-
tion, but it is significant that election malpractices almost al-
ways may be found in misgoverned communities. Where civic
conscience seems to be at low ebb and the public has resigned
itself to accepting corrupt and poor government, usually this
state of affairs may be traced in part to the presence of elec-
tion frauds and the belief on the part of the voters that "noth-
ing.can be done about it."

A sound election system involves convenience to the voters,
so that they may participate in elections without serious loss
of time or trouble. An election administration which occasions
delays at the polls, or necessitates the declaring of a half or
whole holiday so that the mass of voters may cast their ballots,
is inefficient and expensive. It is not advocated for a moment
that the problem of non-voting can be solved by making elec-
tions more convenient. The extent of popular participation
in elections is determined largely by other factors, though

I
.

I
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THE PR9BLEM 3

convenience is one factor.! Regardless of the problem of vot-
ing and non-voting, however, elections should be conducted
in such manner as to occasion the least possible delay and in-
convenienceto the mass of voters. The polls should be held V
in suitable surroundings and in a manner that will inspire con-
fidence on the part of the voter. The act of voting, for many
citizens, constitutes their only participation in government,
and it is fundamental that elections be properly conducted.

The cost of elections is an important consideration. At pres-
ent the cost is notoriously high in many cities, frequently
averaging more than one dollar per vote cast.2 There is no
justification whatever for such an extravagant cost. This is
amply borne out by the fact that some cities are able to con-
duct their elections at a cost of ten cents per vote cast, or even
less. The high election costs are caused by political adminis-
tration, overstaffed offices,small precincts, too many precinct
officers, too high salaries for precinct officers, excessive print-
ing and supply costs due to lack of competitive bidding,
obsolete methods, unwise advertising requirements, and some-
times by too many elections held during each year. Substan-
tial economies may be made in most jurisdictions without ad-
versely affecting the election administration. It is a fact
throughout the' country that the officeswhich are best con-
ducted are usually the most economically conducted. Exces-
sive election costs almost always indicate a poor administra-
tion.

There should never be any question about the accuracy of
election results. The returns should be as accurate as the ac-

counts of a bank or of any other commercial institution. An
error in the records of a bank may be measured in terms of
dollars and cents, if discovered, but an error in the results
of an election may mean the difference between good gov-
ernment and bad government, involving the welfare of a

1 See C. E. Merriam and H. F. Gosnell, Non-voting (1924), and H. F.
Gosnell, Why Europe votes (ljn 0) .

2 SeeChap. X. ..'~
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4 ELECTION ADMINISTRATION

community. At the present time inaccuracies are the rule
rather than the exception in election returns. Recounts pro-
duce different results from the original count in practically
every precinct, and the variations are sometimes startling.3

Several years ago the ballots of a number of the precincts
in Chicago were recounted with the result that the recount
tabulations showed a total difference from the original re-
turns in many precincts running into thousands of votes.
These recounts offered positive evidence of fraud on a large
scale. ~ut aside from such startling revelations as these, dis-
closing frauds, the recounts conducted in other communities
always bring to light the widespread prevalence of errors.
This, to be sure, applies to precincts in which paper ballots
are used and the count is conducted by the precinct officers at
the close of the day, and is not true of precincts using voting
machines. In Milwaukee, for example, a recount of votes for
representative in Congress was conducted in 1928 covering
123 precincts of the city. Although only the votes for this
one officewere counted, the recount results showed errors in
every precinct except one. The average number of changes i,n
the vote for the two leading candidates per precinct was eight-
een. A number of precincts showed an error of over one hun~

.; dred votes. Yet Milwaukee boasts quite rightly of one of the
best election administrations in the country. It may be
pointed out that if there is no concerted effort to steal the
election, the errors will tend to offset each other, and such was
the case in Milwaukee, though the total vote for the two can-
didates was substantially altered by the recount. But can we
defend an election system where only one precinct out of more
than a hundred reports a correct count? Would banks or other
commercial or business institutions be willing to operate on
the theory that one error will be offset by another? The truth
of the matter is that our elections at present are conducted in
such manner that errors and inaccuracies are inevitable, and if
the results are at all clbse, no one can predict the outcome of a

8 See Chap. IX.
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recount. About the only thing that can be predicted with cer-
tainty is that the revised count for each precinct will probably
vary from the original return. Elections need to be removed
from the field of guesswork and errors and placed upon a
plane where accurate results will be assured.

The conduct of elections is marked throughout by obsolete
procedures and methods. Many large election offices do not
have a single competent clerk or stenographer upon the pay-
roll. It is quite common for all records to be written out in
longhand, and for the system of records to resemble that of
the village squire. Usually no records are kept of the pre-
cinct personnel, except of the most primitive kind, consisting
merely of the list of persons appointed. The personnel of the
election officeis usually concerned only with carrying out the
provisions of state law, never giving thought to any matter
concerned with improving the administration. The conduG.t

- of t~ elections iIJ,j;he -p-r~dQ£t~h?-s uI].1krgone. no-substantial
.~-chang~ sinc~ the j!l!rod1!<::t!.Qll.oLthe,.Australian-ballot. It is

very common for useless forms and records to be made out,
many signatures required, and other forms of red tape, which
are not only unnecessary, but actually defeat their own ends.
The voting machine has changed somewhat the work of the
precinct officers, but has not resulted in the reduction of the
number of precinct officersto the extent possible. Voting maV
chines make it possible for much larger precincts to be used,
with two or more machines to the precinct, but in practice this
has been done only in a few communities. In precincts which
use paper ballots it should be simple and easy to organize
the work so that a few election officers might handle a thou-
sand voters or more without delay, but this is done in only
a few states. The count of the ballots by hand, if properly
organized, with a division of the work into two or more
teams in large elections, and with suitable and improved
tally sheets, could be conducted much more expeditiously and
economically. This would make possible the use of larger pre-
cincts and a more definite fixing of responsibility for accurate

Reprinted with Permission of the Brookings Institution Press, Copyright 1934, All Rights Reserved



6 ELECTION ADMINISTRATION
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and honest counts, but it has not been done in this country. The
work at the polls and the conduct of the count are handledin
essentially the same manner as a generation or more ago. The
whole election machinery is inflexible, making no change or
adaptation to the size and type of election. A small elec-
tion at which fifteen per cent of the voters turn out costs
approximately as much as one at which eighty or ninety per
cent vote.

The administration of elections is marked by many irregu~
larities, and frequently by sharp practices. The election stat~
utes are so detailed that the precinct officers cannot know the
law. Often the procedure set forth in state law is so cumber-
some and unsound that the election officersmake no pretense
of complying with it. In small cities and rural sections espe-
cially, the precinct officers conduct the elections in a highly
irregular manner, though many of these irregularities are not
connected with sharp practices or frauds. Every election con-
test brings to light slipshod, careless, and irregular adminis-
tration. The records are not kept as required by law; the tally
sheets are marked up at the close of the count, instead of
while the counting is being conducted; the ballots are not
counted one by one as is generally provided by law; the
numerous required signatures, supposed to be made at the
close of the day, are made during the day; the voters are per-
mitted to mark their ballots upon the wall and outside of
the voting booth; voters are permitted to confer with each
other while marking the ballot; the precinct officers fail to
sign each ballot; sometimes the election officers may go out-
side of the polling place to receive the vote of a person un-
able to come to the polls; outsiders are permitted to partici-

pate in the condu~t of the election, particularly in the count;
some of the preclllct officers are absent for long periods of
time; no record is made of challenges and many other formal-
ities are not complied with; these are some of the more com-
mon violations of election laws which may be classed as ir-
regularities. The remedy lies not so much in putting pressure

Reprinted with Permission of the Brookings Institution Press, Copyright 1934, All Rights Reserved



THE PROBLEM 7

upon the precinct officers to comply with the law, but rather
in a revision of the election statutes so that the temptation to
take short cuts will be largely eliminated. The procedure at the
polls should be simplified and regularized. When a sound
procedure has been established, the officein charge of elections
should take greater pains to instruct the precinct officers and
to inspect and supervise their work.

The constant flood of election bills which is introduced

in practically every state indicates the present unsatisfactory
condition of election administration. Every bill is designed
to correct an evil, to prevent a sharp practice which has
sprung up. The election laws are being constantly changed,
but without any fundamental revision or improvement. Many
of the principles which now govern the conduct of elections
and guide the framing of election statutes are unwise, and
must be discarded before a sound system can be established.
Patchwork upon patchwork will not remedy the situation.
The deluge of election laws, with constant revisions, has pro-
duced in many states an election code not only of voluminous
size, but also with many conflicting and uncertain provisions.
Wholly aside from fundamental improvements which are
necessary, most states are greatly in need of a revision of the
election laws in order to clarify and codify the existing stat-
utes.

Election statutes are greatly overworked at the present
time. No sound, efficient, economical, and satisfactory admin-
istration can be secured so long as it is the practice to prescribe
in minute detail every operation in the conduct of elec-
tions. The attempt is made now to secure uniform and satis-
factory election administration throughout the state by stat-
utes, without any effective administrative supervision, and
without using rules, regulations, and instructions issued by an
administrative office. In no other phase of public administra-
tion do the statutes bulk so large and administrative control
and supervision so little. Ordinarily there is no office exercis-
ing any real control over elections throughout the state,and

~-
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8 ELECTION ADMINISTRATION

usually the local city or county officers in charge have only
slight powers of control, supervision, and inspection of the
work of the precinct officers. .In many states the precinct of-
ficers are practically a law unto themselves. If the conduct of
elections is to be improved we must inevitably turn away
from the present decentralized, un-integrated organization,
place less reliance upon election laws, and use administrative
rules, regulations, instruction, and inspection to a greater
extent.

A cardinal principle of election administration at present
is that of bipartisanship. It may be observed in the election
statutes in every state in the Union. In many states it is diffi-
cult for the election officials in charge to secure a full quota
of precinct officers from the ranks of the minority party in
some precincts. The principle of bipartisan representation,
however, goes much further than is generally supposed. It
does not stop with the securing of a representative of each of
the two leading parties upon the precinct board and a division
of the office personnel and the board of elections of the city
or county; it turns over to the party organizations the selection
of the election officers. The boards of elections which exist in V
our large cities are practically uniformly selected by the party
machines, and they, in turn, take orders from the machine in
the selection of their subordinates. In a number of states this
procedure is set forth in the statutes, but in other states custom
and tradition accomplish the same result. The election posi-
tions are regarded almost everywhere as party or personal
patronage.

The result is most unfortunate. The boards in charge of
elections in our large cities and populous counties consist, for
the most part, of politicians, interested primarily in party
politics and partisan advantage and with little real conception
of the work of the election office,except in terms of party ad-
vancement. The officeemployees, regular and temporary, are
recruited from the ranks of the party machine workers. The
officesare generally overstaffed in order to provide places for
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the faithful. In many cities the election office is the worst
spoils ridden officeof all, and it is not uncommon for it to be
the dumping ground for incompetents who cannot be placed
elsewhere. In many cities with strong political organizations
the precinct officers are not merely incompetent, they are
often corrupt, and, in some precincts, they are drawn from
the underworld of vice and crime.4The bipartisan principle v/
results in our elections being controlled by the very elements
of society most bent upon winning the election-the bitter
partisans whose livelihood may depend upon party victory.
Common sense would dictate that such persons should be
debarred from having any control over elections, but under
the bipartisan theory it is necessary to "set a thief to watch a
thief." Unfortunately, thieves may make bargains. The sup-
posed opposition of the two leading political parties is little
more than a farce in many large cities. The minority party
is often the tool of the majority party.

The time has arrived to discard the whole theory of bi-
partisanshi p in elections, and to set up instead a responsible
election organization in which the active partisan is debarred.
Competent precinct officers and satisfactory office employees
cannot be secured through party lists. If the party is given the
selection of the persons to fill these positions, it will use them

as patronage, and to serve its own ends. The best electioll\
administration in the country is to be found in places where )<-

no attention is paid to party allegiance in selecting the officers':
or employees. Definite fixing of responsibility for the selection
of honest and capable employees is more effective than bipar-
tisanship.

Many practices have grown up which should be discarded
as unsound or obsolete. One of these is the use of small pre-
cincts, with each precinct a separate entity in itself, subject to
little supervision. This system was probably well adapted to
the needs of a hundred years ago. Then there were few large
cities, the means of transportation were primitive, and streets.See below, Chap. IV.
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as well as rural highways were unimproved. There is no .
longer any justification for the practice. In many Canadian i--.
cities it is common for a single voting district to contain as
many as three thousand registered voters. The polling place
is located in a large room, and several boards under suitable
supervision perform the work. This procedure is funda-
mentally sound. It makes possible effective supervision and
great economies. In this country voting precincts should be
increased in size, with each precinct laid out around a build-
ing suitable for a polling place.

One of the greatest absurdities in the conduct of elections is
that each election, large or small, costs practically the same.
The same army of precinct officersmust be employed. Now it
is well known that there is a wid~ variation in the vote cast
and the actual work involved in different elections. A special
election, or even a local or primary election, may see a turn-
out of as low as a fourth or a fifth of the vote cast in a presi-
dential election. The machinery should be adapted better to
the requirements. A few states now use a smaller number of
precinct officers in minor elections. If larger precincts were
used, it would be entirely feasible to adjust the election ma-
chinery to each election, using in each precinct only the num-
ber of officers required to take care of the vote.

Election reform in this country will probably take place
along the following lines:

- I. Creationof a responsible,integrated, centralized organi-
zation.

2. Substitution of administrative control through rules,
regulations, instructions, and inspection, in the place of de-
tailed statutes, which are ineffective.

3. Greater flexibility of organization, so that the require-
ments of each election may be taken care of at a minimum
expense.

4. Abandonment of bipartisanship and the freeing of the
election machinery from the spoils system.

5. Use of larger precincts.

I
,

Jj
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6. Simplification of the records and the improvement of
the methods and procedures.

7. Adoption of the officegroup ballot.
8. Simplification and improvement of absent voting.

Brief History of Election Administration. This brief account
of the history of election administration is presented. without
any claim to completeness or thoroughness~ Historical data
J.lponseveral of the important phases of elyctiofl administra-
tion,.particularly ballots, voting machines, afld.election frauds
will be found in the following chapters. It .is di:eme.d more
appropriate to present such data in connection with treatment
of particular phases of administration rather than in this
chapter.

It may be pointed out that while a great deal has been
written upon the history of suffrage, of ballot laws, and of
political parties and party battles, little has been written upon
the history of the detailed administration of elections. A
study of the legislative acts on election matters of the several
states, or of selected states, would throw some light on the
problem, but unless such acts could be studied in the light of
the prevailing election practices and abuses, they would be of
little value. Most of the laws pertain to minor details, and
changes are made from year to year of no importance to the
historian. A detailed and scholarly study of the history of
elections in the colonial period has been made by Professor
Bishop.5 A comparable history of elections since the forma-
tion of the Union is needed, but is beyond the scope of the
present volume. .

In the Colonies. 6 Some public officers were popularly
elecfed almost from the very beginning of the colonial settle-
rl1entsin America. The first (1606), second (1609), and third.Cortland F;Bishop, History of elections in the American colonies (1893).

6 The best accounts are given in Bishop, and in Charles Seymour and Donald
Frary, How the world votes, Vol. I (J918). See also Albert E. McKinley, The
suffrage franchise in the thirteen English colonies in America (1905); Eldon
C. Evans, History of the Australian ballot system in the United States (1917) ;
and Kirk Porter, History of suffrage in the United States (1918).
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( I 6I I -I 2) Virginia charters provided for councilsto meet in
England to manage the affairs of the colony, but the council
in I 62 I issued an order placing legislative power in the colony
in the hands of a council of state and an assembly, the latter
of which was to consist of some two hundred burgesses, popu-
larly elected. Already, however, the governor had called a
legislative assembly in I 6I9, without legislative sanction.7 In
Plymouth a governor and assistants were elected annually be-
ginning in I 620.8 In Massachusetts the Charter of I 62 8 pro-
vided for the popular election of the governor and eighteen
assistants, though it appears that the governor was not so
elected until 1632.9 The other colonies, with the exception of
New York, under the Dutch rule, also provided for the popu-
lar election of the legislative assembly and frequently of other
officers. It is interesting to note that in the early period nu-
merous officers were often elected; for example, in Massa-
chusetts, the governor, deputy governor, eighteen assistants,
a treasurer, maj or-general, admiral at sea, commissioners for
the United Colonies, secretary of the General Court, "and
such other officers as are, or hereafter may be, of like general
nature," were chosen annually by the freemen. The long bal-
lot had thus already come into use in colonial days.

In the early years of the colonies the franchise was vague-
ly defined, but in general it was broader than it came to be
later on, when property, religious, taxpaying, and residence
requirements were prescribed. Virginia and Maryland al-
lowed all male, adult inhabitants to vote until the middle of
the seventeenth century. By this time or shortly afterwards,
however, most of the colonies adopted suffrage provisions
requiring the ownership of land or of personal property as a
qualification, and some of them added religious qualifica-
tions.1o

The method of conducting elections in the colonies was
1McKinley, p. 17.
8Bishop, p. 3.
"Ibid.,p.z.
10See McKinley, particularly Chap. XV.
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borrowed in large measure from the prevailing practice in
England, though variations quickly appeared, particularly the
use of paper ballots. The royal colonies followed the British
practices of the time very closely, while the New England
colonies departed most widely. The details of the administra-
tion of elections cannot now be traced with any great degree
of certainty, for the actual practice was not prescribed minute-
ly by statute, as it is now, and what statutes there were on the
subject were not always followed.

Two methods were used in calling elections. In the New
England colonies the election dates were fixed by statute,
usually annually, and in the early spring, while in the other
colonies elections were frequently called by a special writ, as
in England. Detailed provisions were made for the publica-
tion of the writ by posting notices, reading the proclamation,
and in some colonies by requiring notice to be read at the
religious services. The hours for voting were not always pro-
vided by law, but, in comparison with the present practice,
they were usually short. It was not unusual for the polling
to start at nine o'clock in the morning, and the polls to be
closed by two or three o'clock in the afternoon. However,
there were elections which lasted for several days, contrary
to the fixed custom which has since arisen for the election to

be completed within a single day.
The early practice in New England was for the election to

be held at the capital of the province, but as the settlements
became widespread, it became necessary for some provision to
be made whereby the citizens might cast their ballots without
having to make the journey from the settlement to Boston, or
to the capitaL This was inconvenient because the election day
came at time when crops were being planted, and the danger
of Indian attacks was a consideration. Under these conditions

the proxy system of voting, whereby votes were cast at local
meetings and the ballots sent in by a deputy, arose. This, in-
deed, was quite similar to the present practice of establishing
voting districts and local polling places throughout the state.
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It was apparently confined to New England, perhaps due to
the fact that in other colonies the general officers for the
colony were elected by the legislative body rather than by
popular vote, and hence local elections were conducted for
the election of representatives-the only officers popularly
elected.

\ Elections were, in practically all cases, conducted by the
,local officers, such as the sheriff, coroner, or mayor. Provi-
I sion was early made in Pennsylvania for election of judges
and inspectors to assist the sheriff or his deputy, and similar
provisions were made in other colonies. In New England
provision was made for the nomination of candidates prior
to the election. Two methods were used at different times:

one was a preliminary election, similar to the direct primary
of today; the other was nomination By the legislative assem-
bly. During part of this period, in Massachusetts and Con-
necticut nominations were made in the fall for the election

to be conducted during the spring following, but this practice
was discontinued before the end of the period.

I The method of voting in use in England during the colo-
I nial period was viva voce) and this method was generally fol-

lowed in New York and the colonies to the south. By 1634
Massachusetts adopted paper ballots for the election of
governor, and the neighboring colonies followed this prac-
tice. In some of the colonies frauds crept into the elections,
and we find an early law in Massachusetts forbidding paper
ballots to be twisted or rolled up. The practice of having the
voters sign their ballots was used for a few years in Rhode
Island.ll The election of assistants in Masssachusetts was con-
ducted differently. At the meeting of the General Court, the
governor propounded the names of one candidate after an-
other, and the voters present went out, and as they came back
they dropped a paper into the hat. A blank paper counted as
a vote against the nominee, and a paper with a mark or scroll
on it as a favorable vote. This process continued until the re-

11Bishop, p. 1+8.
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quired number was elected. Later Indian beans, white and
black, came to take the place of the papers. It is uncertain
whether the voters who sent in their votes by a deputy or
proxy participated in the election of assistants, but there is
some evidence that the bean votes were taken on each candi-
date in the towns and then sealed and forwarded to the Gen-

eral court for the election there. The paper ballot was un-
official and had to be provided by the voter, who usuaJly
brought it with him to the polls. No provision was made for
the illiterate voter, though doubtless he might cast a ballot
which had been prepared for him by someone else. The evils
of intimidation and bribery, so rampant under this system of
'Voting later on, both in this country and in England, were
evidently not widespread in the colonies.

In New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia, and
Georgia, where the English election practices were followed
more closely, the use of paper ballots was unknown during
the colonial period. Usually the sheriff, or some other of-
ficer, took the poll either by a show of hands or by a viva voce
vote. Under this method the sheriff and his election officers
provided books in which the names of the candidates were
arranged in columns, and when the voter appeared his name
was written down and a vote recorded for those candidates
for whom he wished to vote. As in England, this. destroyed
the secrecy of the poll, and led to intimidation and bribery.
The election officers called out the name of the voter in a
loud voice and asked him for whom he voted. He replied,
announcing his choice publicly, and in Virginia it was the prac-
tice for the candidate or his representative to rise, bow, and
thank the voter for his vote, while partisans often ap-
plauded.'12There was considerable variation in the conduct of
elections, however, and it is recorded that in Virginia it was
common for the sheriff to take the votes at the homes of the

citizens. The written ballot was used in the proprietary colo-
nies to a certain extent. It was provided in William Penn's

,. SeeJ. S. Wise,The end of an era, pp. 55-56.
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Frame of Government and in the Act of Settlement.13 A de-

bate in the provincial council of Pennsylvania in 1689 indi-
cated, however, that paper ballots were not generally used,
beans and viva voce voting being used instead. In 1706 a
statute was adopted in Pennsylvania which rigidly required
the use of paper ballots. North Carolina provided for the use
of paper ballots by a statute of 1744, but later the colony re-
turned to the English form of viva voce voting. East Jersey,
West Jersey, Delaware, and South Carolina used the paper
ballot during at least a part of the colonial period. .

There is little information concerning election practices,
corruption, violence, bribery, and fraud at the polls during
the colonial period. The silence of the statutes on the subject
in New England indicates perhaps an absence of these forms
of electoral abuse. Most of the other colonies prohibited
bribery and other forms of misconduct at the polls, and en-
acted various provisions designed to safeguard the polls
against fraud. It appears that bribery was prevalent in the
colonies without the secret ballot, and constituted in all proba-
bility the worst abuse in colonial elections. The departure of
the colonies from the English practice is most marked in the
adoption of paper ballots, suggested probably by the practice in
church elections. The use of proxy voting, which in reality
amounted to the division of the colony into towns or districts
for the purpose of electing general officers,pointed the way to
modern election practice, in contrast to the early practice of
requiring all the electors to appear at the legislature to elect
such officers. The absence of bribery and corruption on a
large scale in the colonies was probably due in part to the use
of paper ballots, but largely to the lack of officeswhich were
eagerly sought after. The earlier provisions governing the
franchise appear to have been somewhat vague, and, in gen-
eral, very liberal, but later restrictions of various kinds, fol-
lowing in the main the English franchise, were adopted.

After the Revolution. Nine of the ten state constitutions

"Pennsylvania Colonial Records, pp. 33,42.
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framed between 1776 and 1780 required the secret ballot for
the election of certain officers, but the viva voce voting con-
tinued in some states, particularly in the South. Arkansas
continued this form of voting until 1846, Missouri and
Virginia until the Civil War, and Kentucky abandoned it as
late as 1890. As time went on, abuses under the unofficial
paper ballot became fully as great as ever existed under viva
voce voting. Because of the constantly increasing size of the
ballot, it became the practice for the political parties to print
ballots for the convenience of their voters, and these unof-
ficial ballots rather than ballots written by the voter himself,
were held valid in Massachusetts in 1829. Each party printed
its ballot upon colored paper so that it could be easily recog-
nized, thus destroying the secrecy of the ballot. When some
of the states required that all ballots should be printed on
white paper, various shades and weights of white paper were
used, making it easy to identify the ballots as they were cast.
With the unofficial ballot in use bribery was rampant, for the
bribed voter could be handed a ballot and watched until he
placed the ballot i'n the box. Other abuses were also wide-
spread. Each party often prepared ballots, ostensibly of the
other party, but actually containing only the names of one
or two prominent candidates of the opposing party. The voter
had to be on his guard against such spurious ballots.

These abuses led to the adoption of the Australian ballot.
As early as 1856 Victoria adopted an officialballot, containing
the names of all candidates, printed by public officers at pub-
lic expense, upon uniform paper, and distributed only at the
polls, where it was marked in secret. During the years im-
mediately following it was adopted in South Australia, Tas-
mania, New South Wales, New Zealand, and West Australia.
Hence this form of ballot came to be called the "Australian

Ballot." Its adoption in this country was urged in 1882 by
the Philadelphia Civil Service Reform League, and in the
following year by Henry George. Kentucky provided the first
Australian ballot law in this country in 1888, but limited its
application to Louisville. The following year New York
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adopted a state wide act, and within a few years the Australian
ballot swept the country.

One of the principal trends in elections following the
Revolution was the liberalization of the franchise. Between

1800 and 1830 most of the states repealed the requirements
of property and religious qualifications, and established adult
male suffrage. The new states admitted to the Union prac-
tically all came in with adult male suffrage, and this influ-
enced the older states to abolish their suffrage restrictions.
The wave of democracy which marked the Jacksonian era
established male suffrage, with a few states still retaining
property qualifications.

With the rise of large cities following the Civil War and
the increase of immigration, election frauds became rampant.
As early as 1800 Massachusetts enacted a registration law
which was designed to prevent illegal voting as well as vio-
lence at the polls. The other New England states followed
the lead of Massachusetts within a few years, but outside of
this section, registration laws were delayed until after the
Civil War, when election frauds became so general that regis-
tration of voters was imperative. Between 1860 and 1890
practically all of the states adopted some form of registration
of voters, though in a number of states the requirement was
limited to cities, and this is still the case. The early, weak
registration laws were easily circumvented, and repeating and
colonization became quite common in the large cities. This in
turn resulted in tightening up the registration laws and the
passage of special laws and the creation of special election and
registration commissions for the large cities. These changes
usually cleaned up the elections for a few years, but eventual-
ly the offices fell into the hands of the party organizations
and election frauds again were committed with, impunity. As
late as 1900 it was estimated by well informed observers that
as many as 60,000 fraudulent votes were cast in hotly con-
tested elections in Philadelphia.M

14 For a history of registration laws, see my "Registration of voters in the
United States," Chap. III.

~
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A number of important trends in election laws appeared
during the closing decades of the nineteenth century, brought
on partly by the flagrant election frauds and violence which
marked the conduct of elections throughout the country. In
many states special election boards were created for the large
cities or the most populous counties. The City Election Act
of Illinois was enacted in 1885 after flagrant election frauds
and violence in previous years had led to a concerted move-
ment for election reform. The board of elections of Milwau-
kee was not created, however, until 1911, and the office of
election commissioner of Omaha until 1913. In general,
special boards of election were created in the larger cities dur-
ing the period from 1880 until 19IO. These special boards
were set up as a device to bring about election reform, but, in
common with many other independent boards and commis-
sions, they soon fell under the domination of political organi-
zations and provided little or no improvement.

With the widespread adoption of the Australian ballot fol-
lowing 1890 many new provisions were written into the stat-
utes. All of the provisions governing the ballot, as well as the
nominating of candidates so that their names would be printed
upon the ballot, came only when an official state ballot was
provided. It is not at all by chance that the direct primary
spread shortly after 1890. The adoption of the official ballot
made it imperative for the statutes to recognize the existence
of political parties, which had been done reluctantly before
this period, and through the election laws there appeared
more frequent provision for representation of the two lead-
ing political parties in election administration, and the regu-
lation of the party organization itself. ~

The voting machine appeared during the closing years of
the nineteenth century, which led to the adoption of laws per-
mitting its use in many states.

Recent Tendencies. Since 1900 the general tone of elec-
~ion administration has greatly improved throughout the
country, and frauds, formerly so widespread, have tended to
disappear in all but a few communities. This improvement
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has been brought about by stricter registration laws, more
stringent election laws, the requirement of the signature at
the polls, the Australian ballot, which has practically put a
stop to bribery, and, in recent years, by the enfranchisement
of women and the passing of the open saloon. Not many years
ago it was taken for granted that there would be a great deal
of drunkenness, disorder, violence, bribery, and other mal-
practices at the polls. To-day the polling place is quiet and
orderly. One of the leading arguments used against woman
suffrage was that no woman of refinement or culture would
care to venture near the polls on the day of election, for "it
was not a fit place for women." Happily this has practically
passed. Election frauds have not entirely disappeared, and
intimidation and violence are sometimes present at the polls,
but these conditions obtain only in ~ few politically backward
communities.

The constant revision of election laws which is taking place
in most states is designed in practically every case to rectify
some abuse which has sprung up. These alterations deal with
minor details of administration and do not involve any funda-
mental changes. They have led to more and more cumber-
some procedures and records. Most of the election records
and methods are antiquated, expensive in operation, and re-
quire a thorough revision. There is needed for the adminis-
tration of elections: (I) a revision of the state election laws
similar to the revision which has already taken place in many
states in the administration of the registration of voters, (2)
a reorganization of the election machinery, and (3) many im-
provements in election management. A movement in this
direction has been started in a number 'of states. Ohio
adopted a new election code in 1929, which simplified and
greatly improved the elections of the state. This code, which
was prepared and sponsored by the Citizens League of Cleve-
land and its director, Dr. Mayo Fesler, will accomplish an
annual saving, it is estimated, of one million dollars. The
new election code of Ohio was opposed by the party organiza-
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tions and did not receive the support of the chief election of-
ficers of the state. Many compromises were necessary to
secure its adoption, and some of the election boards of the
state are still unfriendly to the law. It is a significant step in
the right direction.

The Illinois legislature in 1929 created a state commission
on revision of election laws, and the governor appointed a
commission of three members, headed by Judge Edmund K.
Jarecki, the chief election officer of Chicago. The commission
published its report in March 1931, recommending many
changes in the election laws, including the following: Fewer
elections, permanent registration of voters, certain minor bal-
lot reforms, uniform voting hours from 6 A.M.until 6 P.M.,
the precinct election officers should be officers of the county
court so that punishment for malpractices could be inflicted by
the county judge under the power to punish for cohtempt,
stricter laws governing the giving of assistance to voters, many
detailed changes of procedure, and the creation of a state elec-
tion commission with powers to issue rules, regulations, and
instructions and to supervise elections throughout the state.
The commission presented to the legislature a series of bills
designed to accomplish these results and also recommended a
complete revision and simplification of the election code,
which it did not undertake to prepare.

In the spring of 1930 the Pennsylvania League of Women
Voters called a state conference upon election reform, in-
viting all interested organizations to send representatives.I5
The bar association and many other organizations responded
and a state organization was formed to work for a new elec-
tion code which would wipe out many of the antiquated, cum-
bersome, and expensive features of the present election ad-
ministration in the state and make it easier to secure honest

elections. A modern election code for the State of Pennsyl-
vania was drawn and presented to the legislature, but failed

'" See Albert B. Maris, "Pennsylvania moves to modernize election code,"
N'!tianal Municipal Rev1ew, Vol. XX, pp. 206-09 (April 1931).
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of passage. It provided for a unified registration and election
administration, in the place of the present much divided ad-
ministration, and a single election office, headed by a board,
in each county. The board was to be appointed by the gover-
nor, and to have complete control of all phases of election
administration. A state elections bureau was to be provided
in the office of secretary of state with substantial powers.
Permanent registration and many other improvements in
election administration were provided. The movement for a
modern, sound election code in Pennsylvania will probably
be carried forward until a thorough reorganization of the
election administration will be secured.

The system of registering voters within the last two dec-
ades has undergone a fundamental change in many states with
the adoption of permanent registration of voters. The organi-
zation, methods, records, and the correction of the lists have
been thoroughly revised in most of the states adopting this
system. Permanent registration of voters has now spread until
it is used, in whole or in part, in over thirty states. Some of the
states which have recently adopted sound permanent regis-
tration systems include the following: Wisconsin (Milwau-
kee) (19II), Nebraska (1913), Oregon (1917), Minnesota
(1923), Wisconsin (statewide) (1927), Iowa (1927), Ohio
(1929), Michigan (1929), Kentucky (1930), California
(1930), Washington (1932), Illinois and Indiana (1933).
The movement for an improved registration system has been
greatly facilitated by the popular slogan, "permanent regis-
tration," though as a matter of fact these recent registration
laws have revised practically all the details of registration.16

The following chapters present, first, a summary of the
findings and recommendations for improvements, with a
model election code, and second a detailed analysis of the

'" For an account of the spread of permanent registration of voters within
recent years, see "Registration of Voters in the United States," Chap. III, and
articles in the American Political Science Review, Vol. XXIII, pp. 908-914,
(Nov. 1929), and Vol. XXIV, pp. 963-966, (Nov. 1930).
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principal phases of election administration: organization, bal-
lots, the conduct of elections, precincts and polling places,
absent voting, recounts, and other matters. In all of these
details an attempt is made to present an analysis of the prob-
lem, the usual provisions found in state laws, with important
variations, and especially the practical workings in various
states with respect to each phase. Special attention is given to
the methods and procedures followed in jurisdictions with
the best election administration, and suggestions are made
throughout the chapters as to the essentials of sound practice.
No attempt has been made to catalog the laws of the several
states upon the many phases of election administration. There
is a great deal of variation from state to state which would
make a digest of the state laws upon these many matters ex-
tremely tedious, and the existing laws are subject to change
from year to year. Emphasis has been placed, instead, upon
an analysis of the problems, the present practical workings,
the better methods followed, and suggestions for a sound
administration.
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